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The Louisiana coast has always been eroding, but the actions of mankind
accelerate the natural process of erosion, causing a greater amount of land
loss. (some slides with presentation)
8:40-9:10 a:m. I By e�ploying the tech�ologies of s warm r�botics, the s�rface of :Mars can be
· effic1ently_eXI>_lored.. (will have demonstra. t1on through video).:,.
8:05-8:35 a.m. I Cyberbullying is a growing phenomenon that is more detrimental than
traditional bullying.
1:35-2:05 p.m. I America's business future is dependent on policy changes towards free trade
and continuing the advancements of �nergy independence.
2:10-2:40 p.m. I The demand for a wide variety of agricultural equipment needed to grow
crops across America is better addressed by John Deere than Kubota or
Case IH, on both domestic and large-scale equipment.
8:05-8:35 a.m. I Social anxiety is a crippling disorder that interferes with everyday lives ;
however, the use of compassion for individuals suffering from the disorder
can be a gift.
1:35-2:05 p.m. I Parents without sol id family values can negatively affect their child's future
and often make it much more difficult.

8:05-8:35 a.m.

Pokemon Go, as a mobile game, is more benefic ial in its provided benefits
than other forms of video gaming.
Firearm legislation can be improved by focusi ng on the NICS system and
providing legislation that better funds it, better decreases fl.rear� homicides
and suicide rates than bans, restrict ions, and buy back pro___gr_a_!lls.
Devotion to Mary is important for the family, which mirrors the Trinitarian
lov� of God, due to the attacks by the Devil.
The long-term negative consequences of childhood bullying extend beyond
the vict im; often it .is the bully who has suffered and continues to suffer the
more prominent long-term repercussions of bullying.
The lack of society's awareness and medical research on Avoidant
Restrictive Food Intake Disorder (ARFID) is detrimental to those who suffer
from this eating disorder because it prevents full and proper treatment and
increases the risk of harmful outcomes.
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1:35-2:05 p.m. Modern society attempted to replace the anthropological reality of
masculinity and femininity; the anthropological reality is that man's sexual
identitv is innate and cannot be chanj?;ed, no matter his feelings.
�:10-2:4o p.m. · Ambiguity found within the wording of the Sacrosanctum Concilium and
· the power given to the local authority to interpret the document creates
confusion about the liturgy and allows liturrical abuse to occur.
8:05-8:35 a.m. The key to cultivating the virtue of modesty lies not in a universal code of
dress, but in understanding human dignity, and responding to that dignity
in a means that is approoriate to culture.
1:35-2:05 p.m. I The implementation of rhetoric in society leads to better communication,
and therefore_! cultural development.
2:10-2:40 p.m. IStorytelling is vital to man's self-knowledge and serves as the foundation of
connection and communitv.
8:05-8:35 a.m. Vladimir Putin exemplifies the Machiavellian Prince through his rise to,
irotection of_! and exercise of power.
8:40-9:10 a.m. I Cooperative marital conflict is an approach which lessens the negative
effects that marital conflict inflicts upon adolescents.
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